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80547 Balit 380 with 
hook-and-loop strip

82820 Microbrush
mop 380

80770 SmartCar Competence WL2

81711 
Soaking unit

Wet mopping – single work step (direct method)Wet mopping – single work step (direct method)

with pre-wetted mop (WetBox system)with pre-wetted mop (WetBox system)

81747 
Wetbox 15 L

81718 
Lid for box

12260 Reshine 10 L 
container
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Wet mopping – single work step (direct method)

with pre-wetted mop (WetBox system)

Description

Definition / objective Removing easily removable dirt from floor coverings and surfaces in a single work step using the pre-wetted 
cleaning cloth and the wet mopping unit. Suitable for water-resistant and water-sensitive, non-textile floor coverings 
and surfaces. The most efficient method for wet mopping.
Note: Use a fresh mop for each room to ensure maximum hygiene.

Preparatory work Select suitable products to match the surface to be cleaned (type / square metres) and the type of 
soiling.

Add the required number of mops to the WetBox and place the soaking unit on the WetBox.

Fill the bucket with cleaning product in accordance with the dosing instructions.

Pour the correct amount of cleaning solution into the soaking unit to ensure that the mops are 
evenly moistened.

Put up the warning sign.

Remove any loose dirt (dust-binding mopping or dry vacuum cleaning).

Main task Take a pre-wetted mop from the WetBox and attach it to the wet mopping unit.

Start along the edges of the room and under furniture, then use the moistened mop and the wet 
mopping unit to mop the open space in slightly overlapping passes.

Change the mop when it gets dirty and put it with the dirty laundry;  
continue with step 1 of the main task until the entire area is clean.

Perform a visual check.

Final steps Remove the warning sign once the floor covering is dry. 

Wash the used mops in the washing machine.

Dispose of any waste.

Clean the cleaning equipment and replace as needed.

Comments  - Wear the personal protective equipment (PPE) required by company regulations, safety data sheets and / or 
instructions for use.

 - Always check in advance which product meets your requirements (see Wetrok Cleaning & Care Instructions). 
 - Wetrok AG accepts no liability for damage caused by improper use or incorrect product selection.


